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Dear reviewer,
thank you very much for your thorough and detailed review which clearly helps to improve the clarity of the manuscript. Please find below our detailed point-by-point response to your concerns which we all hope to address satisfactorily.
Katja Matthes and Bernd Funke on behalf of all coauthors
1) page 1, line 10 (abstract): “The TSI and SSI time series are defined as averages
of two (semi-) empirical solar irradiance models, namely the NRLTSI2/NRLSSI2 and
SATIRE-TS.” Two comments: a) NRLTSI2/NRLSSI2 are empirical, not semi-empirical
models. This is correctly explained later in the text of the manuscript but the statement
in the abstract is misleading. b) More importantly, could the authors describe why they
have taken recourse to this unusual step of averaging two independent models? Both
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models are constructed differently, and both have to some extent been tested against
data. What the authors do is to provide a new model that is largely untested with regard
to solar data. More comments on this aspect will be made later.
Reply: a) We shall clarify the text accordingly. b) You are not the first one to object
against this averaging (see e.g. also the first reviewers comment), which, however, is
actually statistically rooted and well-justified. As of today, there is no community consensus (established by independent means) on which of the two SSI models provides
a more accurate description of the SSI. For that reason we have no objective means
for preferring one model to the other, or for assigning different weights to them. Meanwhile, these two models have - as you say - been constructed independently, and this
precisely what gives us a strong statistical justification for just taking their average. This
solution is also what is advocated by the IPCC when combining GCM model predictions, see for example [D. Smith el al., Real-time multi-model climate predictions, Climate Dynamics 41 (2013), http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2013ClDy...41.2875S]. We
shall update our text to insist more heavily on this sound justification for averaging the
two SSI models. We will also follow the reviewers suggestion and call our approach “a
reasonable” one.
2) page 2, lines 1-2: “The slight negative trend in TSI during the last three solar cycles in CMIP6 is statistically indistinguishable from available observations”. What do
the authors mean by this? Different TSI composites indicate different trends. There
are implicit assumptions underlying this statement that need to be spelt out and the
reasoning clarified.
Reply: This result is indeed quite recent, and is detailed in an article that is about to be
submitted. In this article, we demonstrate that the latest TSI composite, when made
with realistic confidence intervals, makes it very difficult, if not impossible to conclude
about the existence of a downward trend. We shall cite this reference in the revised
manuscript.
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3) page 2, line 5: CMIP6 cannot be tested against CMIP 5. It can only be compared to
CMIP5.
Reply: You are correct, we shall clarify the text.
4) page 2, line 6: The expression “background SSI” is neither clear nor used in the
literature.
Reply: You are correct, we shall clarify the text.
5) page3, line 5: “Because of its prominent 11-year cycle, solar variability may offer
a degree of predictability for regional climate and could therefore help reduce uncertainties in decadal climate predictions.” However, the solar cycle itself is notoriously
hard to predict and predictions of upcoming solar minima have not been particularly
successful, so that the statement does seem too optimistic. But possibly the authors
are not concerned with such niceties here?
Reply: Indeed, as you pointed out, we are dealing here with decadal time scales, ignoring the more subtle dynamics of sub-solar-cycle variations, which can be appropriately
considered as a modulation of approximately 11-years.
6) page 3, lines 23-24: “The quantitative assessment of radiative solar forcing has been
systematically hampered so far by the large uncertainties and the instrumental artifacts
that plague TSI and SSI observations” The TSI observations are signiiÌĹnËĞA Ìĺcantly
more precise than those of SSI (especially SSI in the near UV and visible spectral
domains). This makes the quoted sentence misleading.
Reply: We shall clarify the text to distinguish the relatively better shape of the TSI.
7) page 3, line 28: The IAU resolution (Mamajek et al. 2015) adopted the result of Kopp
& Lean (2011). The latter is a well-known and well-cited paper in a refereed journal,
while the former is not a scientific paper at all, is not properly published, and the text in
the reference is not really useful. Please replace the reference to IAU resolution with
the Kopp & Lean paper everywhere in the text.
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Reply:
A new and peer-reviewed publication (Prsa et al.
(2016),
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2016AJ....152...41P) now replaces the one by Mamajek et al. (2015). In contrast to the article by Kopp and Lean (2011), which focuses
on the scientific background, the two articles on the IAU resolution explain what is
exactly meant by a nominal TSI and hence are important too.
8) page 3, line 29: The proxy reconstructions of the TSI do not exhibit “occasional
phases of unusually low nor high activity”, the Sun does. Also, Usoskin et al. 2014 did
not mention TSI reconstructions at all.
Reply: We shall rewrite the sentence accordingly.
9) page 3, line 32: “There is growing evidence for the Sun to enter a phase of low
activity near 2050, after a grand maximum that peaked during the 20th century.” The
authors should explain what they base this claim on. The solar dynamo is chaotic,
possibly even stochastic and it is even difficult to predict the next solar cycle much
before the previous minimum. Going beyond the next cycle is even tougher. See e.g.
* J. Jiang, R.H. Cameron, M. SchuÌĹssler, 2015: The cause of the weak solar cycle
24; ApJL 808 L28 * Cameron et al. 2013: Limits to solar cycle predictability: Crossequatorial flux plumes, A&A 557, A141
Reply: Several recent studies (excluding here the more speculative ones) have suggested that the Sun may be entering a phase of low activity, and this issue was recently
addressed at ISSI by a VarSITI forum. This will be clarified in the text.
Regarding predictions of the solar cycle, we explicitly state that “As of today, even
predicting the cycle amplitude one cycle ahead remains a major challenge (Pesnell,
2012).”, so we don’t seem to disagree, do we ?
Fortunately, since we focus on multi-decadal time scales only, this complexity of solar
cycle prediction is beyond the scope of our study.
10) page 4, line 12: “ . . . with respect to the CMIP5 solar forcing recommendation.”
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Is the CMIP5 paper supplying the solar input cited? At least so far "CMIP5" is not
associated with such a paper.
Reply: CMIP5 provides annually-resolved TSI since 1610, and monthly-resolved since
1882, see http://solarisheppa.geomar.de/cmip5. You are right, there is no paper associated with CMIP5 solar forcing recommendation, it is just described on the indicated
website.
10a) page 4, line 20: “Lockwood et al., 2019” This is likely “Lockwood et al., 2010”;
also to be corrected on page 74
Reply: Thank you for pointing this out.
11) page 6, line 15: “ . . . and one observational estimate (SOLID), . . .” Is this correct?
From the evidence given in the paper, SOLID is not an “observational estimate” but an
empirical model (see below).
Reply: The SOLID composite, built by statistical means, and entirely based on SSI
observations only, includes a few proxies to help fill the gaps. We call it an observational
composite, and not en empirical model, because it is truly different from models such as
NRLSSI2, which involve physical assumptions. As described below this will be better
explained in the revised manuscript.
12) page 6, lines 26-27: The sentence simplifies things too much. Faculae are not
“the Mg II index” and dark sunspots are not “sunspot area”. These proxies are used
to represent the contributions from faculae and sunspots to the irradiance. This should
be written more carefully to reflect the actual relationships.
Reply: We shall rewrite the text as you suggest.
13) page 7, line 8: “. . ..SORCE SSI observations Lean and DeLand (2012) the
wavelength dependent scaling coefficients ...” Change to: “....SORCE SSI observations
(Lean and DeLand, 2012) the wavelength dependent scaling coefficients . . .”
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Reply: Thank you for pointing this out.
14) page 7, lines 5-15: The description of the adjustments in the NRLSSI2 model is
not clear. The authors should explain better how the adjustments are done.
Reply: As you propose, we will expand the NRLSSI2 model adjustments better in the
revised manuscript.
15) page 7, line 19: What is SATIRE-TS? It does not become clear from reading the
paper, as references are given only to SATIRE-T and SATIRE-S. TS is used multiple
times, so that it cannot be a typo. Is TS some combination of the two models? What
kind of combination?
Reply: The SATIRE model we use is indeed a blend of SATIRE-S and a SATIRE-T
that has been run with the sunspot data we had specifically provided for CMIP6, and
thus differs from the official SATIRE-T. We shall rephrase that in the text, and replace
SATIRE-TS by SATIRE to avoid ambiguities.
16) page 7, line 28: The reconstruction made by Dasi-Espuig et al. (2014) is not based
on to expectations.
Reply: We’ll remove that citation.
17) page 8, line 3: “In NRLSSI2, this internal consistency also applies to the integral
of the facular and sunspot contributions to SSI to their respective counterparts in TSI
(see Coddington et al. (2015) for more details). Why are the authors stressing this
point? This sounds rather trivial. Doesn’t every model that distinguishes between
spots and faculae do that? Or are they implying that SATIRE does not fulfil such internal
consistency? They should either explain why this is such an achievement and is unique
to NRLSSI, or they should remove this unnecessary sentence.
Reply: We’ll remove lines 3 and 4.
18) page 9, lines 5-6: “The controversial out-of-phase behavior of SORCE/SIM obserC6

vations in that band (Harder et al., 2009) are likely to be an instrumental artefact (Lean
and DeLand, 2012; Ermolli et al., 2013) but this has not yet been corrected in the
SOLID composite.” If SORCE is wrong, is then the SOLID composite the best one to
use to test the SSI models? If models are chosen by how close they are to SOLID, this
could have unwanted effects for the atmospheric chemistry and finally climate modelling. As shown by Haigh et al. (2010, An influence of solar spectral variations on
radiative forcing of climate, Nature, 467, 696), the SSI variability found by SORCE has
a major effect on atmospheric ozone, changing its concentration in a way contrary to
expectations.
Reply: You are right, the text in its current form is misleading. The SOLID team has
decided to deliver a first version of the SOLID observational composite that is totally
devoid of model assumptions, and does not rely on nudged data. This raw composite
can then be tested against SSI models, and from there onwards we may decide if
some of the original datasets should be corrected (or rather, if their confidence intervals
should be increased to reflect our understanding of the data). The description of the
SOLID database is now extended in the paper (see answer to comment 31) which will
hopefully also clarify this point.
19) page 8, line 14 “In NRLSSI2, the proxy index for sunspot darkening is the sunspot
area as recorded by ground-based observatories in white light images since 1882
(Lean et al., 1998). Values prior to that are estimated from the sunspot number.”
Does not also the SATIRE model rely on sunspot areas over the period of time covered by Greenwich observatory? It seems to according to * Krivova et al. 2010:
Reconstruction of solar spectral irradiance since the Maunder minimum; JGRA, DOI:
10.1029/2010JA015431 Please comment.
Reply: The referee is right, SATIRE relies on sunspot areas and then sunspot number
to expand the model in time. We shall modify the text accordingly.
20) Sect. SOLID composite After reading this section the exact nature of the SOLID
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composite is still very unclear. A single paper (SchoÌĹll et al., 2016) is cited, which
explains only the preprocessing of the data. As long as SOLID is not properly documented, it is important to make the description here sufficiently clear so that readers
who don’t know the nitty gritty of the SOLID approach can follow and, if necessary
make their own judgement. So far, this composite (if it is really a composite at all
and not an empirical model, see below) is not widely-known or established in the solar
community.
Reply: Please see our detailed answer to comment 31 below.
21) page 9, line14: “..., the most reasonable approach consists in averaging both reconstructions, weighted by their uncertainty. But this means that yet another model is
produced, one that is untested, except for the rudimentary tests briefly discussed in the
paper. It is not clear why this is “the most reasonable approach”
Reply: As already explained above, the averaging is well justified. As of today we do
not see a better approach and call our approach “a reasonable” one. Obviously, the
outcome can be considered as another model, or rather meta-model, but for obvious
reasons it is premature to expect the outcome to be thoroughly tested against observations. Having said that, we do provide some comparisons in Fig. 3 during the satellite
era. We rely on SATIRE and NRLSSI precisely because these have been tested extensively against observational data by their respective teams.
22) page 9, line 17: “... SATIRE-TS (Yeo et al., 2014).” What is SATIRE-TS? Is it
a typo or a combination of SATIRE-T and SATIRE-S? Please define it. In Yeo et al.
(2014) I could find a description of SATIRE-S, but no mention of SATIRE-TS, so that
this reference seems not to be relevant (unless TS is a combination of T and S).
Reply: Please see answer to comment 15.
23) page 9, line 24: “The EUV band (10-121 nm) is required for CMIP6 but is absent from NRLSSI and SATIRE. We added it with spectral bins from 10.5-114.5 nm
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by using a nonlinear regression from the SSI in the 115.5-188.5 nm band, trained with
TIMED/SEE data from 2002 to 2009.” Indeed, this is a difficult situation and the authors have done the reasonable thing and somehow modelled this wavelength region
themselves. The procedure chosen may be fine and may produce a good result, but
without being shown anything it is hard for the reader to judge. Please provide a figure
and some more explanation.
Reply: We’ll add a figure on the EUV band.
24) page 9, line 29: “Let us note that while the F10.7 index is a good proxy for EUV
variability on daily to yearly time scales, this may not be true anymore on multi-decadal
time scales.” This is a good point.
Reply: Thank you!
25) page 10, line 3: “. . . observed composite from PMOD” This sounds strange since
the composite was not observed. Rather it is based on a set of observations of TSI.
Reply: This should indeed be “observational composite”.
26) page 10, line 7: “All TSI records agree well on daily to yearly time scales, and in
some cases (e.g. NRLTSI1 and NRLTSI2) they match as well on multi-decadal time
scales.” Aren’t both models part of the same model family and are founded on the
same proxies? I am not sure what is remarkable about them being consistent with
each other? The authors can leave this – it is not an important point – but I would like
to understand why they stress this agreement, which I would have naively thought to
be trivial.
Reply: NRLTSI1 and NRLTSI2 are based on the same method and proxy, but were
trained with different datasets: NRLTSI1 were trained with a previous version of the
PMOD composite while NRLTSI2 was trained with SORCE/TIM observations. Even if
not remarkable, it is worth mentioning it.
27) page 11, Figure 1: The orange curve described as CMIP5 goes till 2015. What
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exactly is plotted? Are these extrapolated CMIP5 data? Or are the plotted CMIP5 data
regularly updated and are available up to 2015?
Reply: Plotted are the extended NRLTSI1 data that have been the basis for CMIP5
(from 1882 until 2010). We will adopt the plot and the figure caption to make this clear.
28) page 11, line 12: “The major difference come from SATIRE-TS ..” “The major
difference comes from SATIRE-TS ..”
Reply: Has been corrected.
29) page 12, Figure 2, bottom left diagram Why is NRLSSI2 producing such strange
cycles between âĹij1940 and 1960? These certainly do not look realistic. How come,
these strange cycle shapes are restricted mainly to the visible (although there may
be some sign of similar behavior in the IR)? Should not also the UV cycles behave
strangely in order to compensate for the behavior in the visible and produce a reasonable TSI? Has the TSI produced by NRLSSI2 been compared with measured time
series? Also, something seems to be going wrong right at the start of the time series.
How do the authors explain and compensate for these problems?
Reply: We have sought clarification from the NRL team. The rather modest solar cycle
variation in the visible radiation in the new NRLSSI2 model is thought to be related
to the scaling of the two sunspot area data bases, the Royal Greenwich Observatory
(RGO) sunspot areas (before 1976) and the areas in the SOON (USAF) database,
which have to be combined. This scaling affects the relative roles of sunspots and
faculae before (and including) 1976. Apparently, there is quite bit of debate about
how these two datasets relate - with scaling factors ranging from the RGO being 20%
to 50% larger than SOON areas. NRLSSI2 uses a scaling factor of 0.67, in which
the GW sunspot areas are assumed to be 1/0.67 = 1.5 times larger than SOON. The
problem at the beginning and end of the time series is caused by smoothing of the data
taken between 1882 and 2010. We will update the plot and take the longer timeseries
(available on an annual basis before 1882) in order to avoid this smoothing problem.
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30) page 12, line 4: “ ... and higher-quality data from the SORCE mission on the
rotational timescale in NRLSSI2, . . .” But isn’t SORCE giving wrong trends for SSI?
This is what the authors claim multiply elsewhere in the paper.
Reply: Yes indeed, but rotational time scales (<81 days) used to train the NRLSSI2
model are not affected by long-term drifts of the SORCE instrument.
31) page 13, Figure 3: Fig. 3 is confusing and does not agree with the text of the
paper, mainly regarding SOLID. Earlier it was said that SOLID is based entirely on observed data (page 8, line 20: “More specifically it is derived as the weighted mean of all
available SSI observations in the satellite era.”) If that were true, then the green curve
should be a lot closer to the plotted observations. Thus, it is not clear why The SOLID
composite departs so strongly from SORCE at a time when that is the only data set
used (according to the authors)? Or are other data sets also used after all? The SSI
variations shown by SOLID seem to be smaller than of all the instrumental records,
except maybe UARS SOLSTICE (it is hard to see - there are too many light colors in
this plot). Anyway, SOLSTICE shows a behavior completely inconsistent with an SSI
composite of the observations. This is a serious problem that points to a fundamental
inconsistency in the paper. Another strange feature of this plot is that SOLID covers
also the 1950s and 1960s when there were no SSI data available. How does SOLID
produce something at those times if it is purely based on SSI data? The description
given in the paper is totally inadequate and obviously seriously misleading. However,
Fig. 3 very strongly suggests that the SOLID “composite” uses either a proxy (possibly something like 10.7 cm flux?) or makes really strong changes to the data while
processing them. In either case, I would strongly oppose calling it a composite of SSI
observations. Rather Fig. 3 clearly shows that it is an empirical model. If the authors
want to maintain that SOLID is a composite of observed SSI, then they should provide
a detailed explanation that goes far beyond the inadequate one in the current version
of the paper. This should include a list of all data sets that enter into the SOLID “composite” and all the steps that are undertaken to produce it. Also, they should provide
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a convincing explanation why SOLID differs so strongly from the observational data.
Fig. 3 raises an issue regarding fairness and bias in the paper. If SOLID is indeed
an empirical model, and I have seen no evidence to counter this in the paper, I see
no advantage in using SOLID to “test” the other two models. Indeed, if SOLID is a
model (and an unpublished one at that), why is it being discussed ahead of the numerous other (published!) models in the literature. I see only two paths that that the
authors can follow: a) Either remove SOLID completely from the publication and instead compare the averaged model that the authors have produced more rigorously
with the observations directly, b) or discuss SOLID on an equal footing with the other
SSI models that the authors simply ignore in this version of the paper. Irrespective of
which of these paths the authors follow, I strongly urge them to use the original SSI observations to test the new model data set obtained by averaging NRLSSI2 and SATIRE
(-TS?).
Reply: Let us answer stepwise:
i) Earlier it was said that SOLID is based entirely on observed data (page 8, line 20:
“More specifically it is derived as the weighted mean of all available SSI observations
in the satellite era.”) If that were true, then the green curve should be a lot closer to the
plotted observations.
The previous version of Fig. 3 did not include all observational datasets going into
SOLID. Figure 3, right panel, has been revised and now also includes the scaled
SORCE/SOLSTICE observations which were not shown in the previous plot as the
dataset does not cover the full spectral range from 200-400nm. In addition a table with
all observational estimates used in the SOLID composite has been added to the SOLID
description. Also, Fig. 3 has been restricted now to the satellite era and starts only in
1980.
ii) Thus, it is not clear why The SOLID composite departs so strongly from SORCE at
a time when that is the only data set used (according to the authors)?
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For the spectral range (200 - 400nm) shown in Fig. 3 apart from SORCE/SIM
many other observations are available, such as NIMBUS, NOAA9, NOAA11,
UARS/SOLSTICE, UARS/SUSIM. Moreover, SORCE/SOLSTICE also enters the
SOLID composite for the spectral range 200-320nm. SORCE/SOLSTICE has a relatively low uncertainty (compared to the other instruments) and as such a relatively
high weight in the composite. Therefore, it is plausible that the integrated SSI from
200-400nm deviates from the SORCE/SIM dataset. Note, SORCE/SOLSTICE was not
shown in Fig 3 as it does not cover the full spectral range of the figure. It has now been
added so that the influence of the various datasets is visible. Some text to explain this
will be added to the paper.
iii) Another strange feature of this plot is that SOLID covers also the 1950s and 1960s
when there were no SSI data available. How does SOLID produce something at those
times if it is purely based on SSI data? The description given in the paper is totally
inadequate and obviously seriously misleading. However, Fig. 3 very strongly suggests
that the SOLID “composite” uses either a proxy (possibly something like 10.7 cm flux?)
or makes really strong changes to the data while processing them.
We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. One technicality to derive the SOLID composite is that in order to apply the same scale-wise decomposition, all datasets have
to cover the full time interval under consideration. This means for some dataset gaps
have to be filled or the datasets have to be extended in time. To achieve this we use
(observed) proxy data and the “maximization expectation” technique which makes use
of the original signal in the data. This technique also allows us to cover the times before observations are available, e.g. 1959-1960. We agree with the reviewer that more
details need to be given in the paper and will add those. However to avoid confusion,
we will restrict the figure to the satellite era as already explained above.
iv) In either case, I would strongly oppose calling it a composite of SSI observations.
Rather Fig. 3 clearly shows that it is an empirical model. If the authors want to maintain that SOLID is a composite of observed SSI, then they should provide a detailed
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explanation that goes far beyond the inadequate one in the current version of the paper. This should include a list of all data sets that enter into the SOLID “composite” and
all the steps that are undertaken to produce it. Also, they should provide a convincing
explanation why SOLID differs so strongly from the observational data.
The SOLID composite is produced using a statistical framework in a maximumlikelihood sense and no physical assumptions go into it. More details will be given
in the revised SOLID section including information on the individual data sources used
in the composite as well as their statistical combination.
v) Fig. 3 raises an issue regarding fairness and bias in the paper. If SOLID is indeed
an empirical model, and I have seen no evidence to counter this in the paper, I see no
advantage in using SOLID to “test” the other two models. Indeed, if SOLID is a model
(and an unpublished one at that), why is it being discussed ahead of the numerous
other (published!) models in the literature.
As already stated above, in our view the SOLID composite is not an empirical model as
no physical assumptions go into it. We use the composite as an independent source
of (observed) information, and as such it is a very valid dataset to which the recommended CMIP6 dataset is compared to.
vi) I see only two paths that that the authors can follow: Either remove SOLID completely from the publication and instead compare the averaged model that the authors
have produced more rigorously with the observations directly, b) or discuss SOLID on
an equal footing with the other SSI models that the authors simply ignore in this version
of the paper.
To follow option b) more details will be given in the SOLID section including information on the individual data sources used in the composite as well as their statistical
combination.
vi) Irrespective of which of these paths the authors follow, I strongly urge them to use
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the original SSI observations to test the new model data set obtained by averaging
NRLSSI2 and SATIRE (-TS?).
In Fig. 3 we do compare the CMIP6 recommended SSI model data with the SSI observations, along with the SOLID composite.
32) page 13, Figure 4 and its discussion in the text: Averaging over one month at
activity maximum and minimum does not allow eliminating the rotational cycle in solar
variability, so that this iÌĹnËĞA Ìĺgure mixes information on shorter timescales into the
solar cycle variability that the authors want to show. The figure should be redone using
at least 81-day averaging. Why are the comparisons in Figures 3 and 4 being done in
such broad, seemingly arbitrary wavelength bands, rather than broken up according to
the important molecular band listed in Table 1? What is the advantage for the climate
community of following the bands used by Ermolli et al. (2013). Also, where would
the observations lie in Fig. 4 (to the extent available for exactly these times, which is a
limitation of the figure)?
Reply: The referee is correct and Fig.4 now uses a 81-day averaging. This does not
change the differences between the reconstruction but the numbers have changed
slightly (less cycle variability in general) and we will update the related discussion in
the revised manuscript. We think that it is important for the climate community to use
the same bins than in Ermolli et al. (2013).
33) page 13, lines 1-2: “ . . . the only available measurements are from the
SORCE/SIM instrument, which has calibration issues (Lean and DeLand, 2012) . .
.” Until now no calibration issues in SORCE/SIM instrument have been reported by the
instrumental team. In particular, the paper by Lean & DeLand does not identify any
calibration issue.
Reply: You are correct, Lean and Deland do not explicitly evoke calibration issues.
These are unofficial. We shall clarify this.
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34) page 14, line 5: “In the NIR CMIP6 shows slightly larger variability than CMIP5 and
remarkable here is the largest variability in NRLSSI2.” Why is this remarkable? Both
SATIRE & NRLSSI2 reproduce TSI. NRLSSI2 has a smaller variability in the UV and
this must be compensated by NRLSSI2 in the IR. Or is there something more complex
at work here that I am missing? Please explain or simplify the text.
Reply: We shall reformulate the text and simply remove the part “...and remarkable
here is the largest variability in NRLSSI2”.
35) page 17, line 1: “Solar activity and hence spectral irradiance vary between different
solar cycles. However, these differences are small compared to the total 11 year solar
cycle amplitude . . .” This has been the case in the second half of the 20th century, but
the sizes of cycles vary between zero and the very high amplitude of cycle 19. This is
only a minor quibble, however.
Reply: You are correct. We shall clarify this.
36) page 19, line 18: “...
produces slightly higher SW heating rates than
NRLSSI1(CMIP5)” “... produces slightly higher SW heating rate differences than
NRLSSI1(CMIP5)”; the diagram shows the differences between heating rates for solar
minimum and solar maximum.
Reply: Yes, thank you, we will change the sentence accordingly.
37) page 20, Figure 5: “Impact of solar forcing according . . .” add: for perpetual solar
minimum conditions
Reply: We shall add this.
38) page 21, Figure 6: “CMIP6 SSI differences in % for perpetual solar minimum conditions . . .” It may not be immediately clear what differences are actually meant here,
i.e. differences in which parameter; add e.g.: “CMIP6 SSI differences of the solar
irradiance in % . . .”
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Reply: We shall add this.
39) page 21, line 1: “More important for the solar ozone signals seems to be the
choice of the CCM (with its specific photolysis scheme, see also Fig. 8), especially for
the lower stratosphere (10 hPa and below).” This is true for the lower stratosphere only;
above that the dataset-induced differences are larger than the model-induced ones, in
particular in the lower Mesosphere.
Reply: Yes, we agree. We will therefore add: “In the lower mesosphere however, the
dataset-induced differences are larger than the model-induced ones.”
40) page 21, line 12: “Note that statistically significant irradiance differences between
CMIP5 and CMIP6-SSI irradiances are particularly observed between 300 and 350nm .
. . (Fig. 8).” In Figure 8 differences in the irradiance amplitude between solar minimum
and solar maximum are shown. i.e. “irradiance differences” should be replaced by
“differences in the irradiance amplitude”.
Reply: Will be changed to “difference in irradiance amplitude”.
41) page 25, line 19: “. . .for mesospheric OH production Fytterer et al. (2015b), and
for . . . “. . . for mesospheric OH production (Fytterer et al., 2015b), and for . . .”
Reply: Thank you for spotting this typo.
42) page 27, Figure 11: SSN scaled by a factor of 0.67 should have larger values (in
Figure 13 SSN scaled by a factor of 0.741 has values above 200); a factor of 0.067
appears to be much more reasonable.
Reply: The factor is indeed 0.067. Thank you for spotting this.
43) page 33, Figure 16: There are differences between the caption and the labels in
the diagram. caption: 70–90oS (left) and 70–90oN (right); in the diagram: 70–90oS
(right); 70–90oN (left) caption: 0.01 hPa (upper panel) and 0.1 hPa (lower panel); in
the diagram: 0.1 hPa (upper panel) and 1 hPa (lower panel)
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Reply: The caption is wrong: NH is shown on the left and SH on the right. The pressure
levels are 0.1 hPa (top) and 1 hPa (bottom).
44) page 36, line 13: “Since fast transient solar energetic particle events often occur at
the background of enhanced geomagnetic disturbances, straight-forward computation
of the particle trajectories in a realistic geomagnetic field is needed” Why are fast transient solar energetic particle events relevant in this context? This paragraph deals with
the penetration of GCRs in the Earth’s atmosphere.
Reply: Since the reviewer thinks this is confusing, we can modify this sentence as
follows: the text "Since fast transient ... are fully rejected (Cooke et al., 1991)." can
be substituted by "This shielding is usually parameterized in the form of the effective
geomagnetic rigidity cutoff, so that only particles with rigidity/energy exceeding the
cutoff can penetrate to the atmosphere at a given location while less energetic particles
are fully rejected (Cooke et al., 1991)."
45) page 38, line 25: The CMIP6 future solar forcing is different from that of CMIP5.
However the manuscript does not demonstrate that it is “more realistic”. The authors
need to provide solid arguments for this realism or remove any such claims.
Reply: The CMIP5 solar forcing recommendation was to simply repeat solar cycle 23.
Many climate modeling groups ended up repeating the last four solar cycles because
they argued that solar cycle 23 was special. Observations of a wide range of solar
activity indices clearly demonstrate significant cycle to cycle variability, and long-term
trends [Solanki et al 2000, Usoskin et al 2016]. Therefore the CMIP5 solar forcing recommendation was certainly unrealistic. For CMIP6 we have developed solar forcing
scenarios which include cycle to cycle variability, and long term trends, both of which
are established from observations or reconstructions of solar activity metrics. Therefore, taken purely as a scenario rather than a prediction, we fail to see how the CMIP6
future solar forcing recommendation can be less realistic than the CMIP5 solar forcing
recommendation.
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Solanki S.K., Schussler M., Fligge M.: Evolution of the Sun’s Large-Scale Magnetic
Field Since the Maunder Minimum. Nature 408 , p. 445-447 (2000).
I.G. Usoskin, G.A. Kovaltsov, M. Lockwood, K. Mursula, M. Owens and S.K. Solanki, A
new calibrated sunspot group series since 1749: Statistics of active day fractions, Sol.
Phys., p.1-24, doi:10.1007/s11207-015-0838-1, 2016 ADS
46) page 38, lines 29-31: “We ignore scenarios with high levels of solar activity because
the Sun just left such an episode (called grand solar maximum), and several studies
suggest that it is very unlikely to return to one in the next 300 years”. As pointed out
above (see point 9 of this report), predictions of anything beyond the next cycle are
affected by chance (in the sense that the activity level can be changed significantly by
singular events that in turn cannot be predicted). It also seems that statistically, from
the record of past solar activity, a grand minimum is equally unlikely as another grand
maximum. According to Solanki and Krivova (2011, Science 334, 916), “Half the grand
maxima in (6) were followed by one or more subsequent grand maxima before a grand
minimum iÌĹnËĞA Ìĺnally occurred.” (The reference (6) in this sentence is to Usoskin
et al. 2007, Astron. Astrophys. 471, 301.) Consequently, the authors should revise the
above statement and find new arguments for why they choose to concentrate on just
low values of solar activity for the coming centuries.
Reply: There is indeed strong evidence against the occurrence of another Grand Solar
Maximum within the 21st century. We say this for several reasons. The first is that runs
made with various dynamo models (Charbonneau, private comm.) indicate that after
a state of Grand Maximum, the Sun is much more likely to move into a Grand Minimum, rather than into another Grand Maximum (see our detailed discussion to point
47 below). Another piece of evidence comes from the various empirical models that
we tested using a Monte-Carlo approach, with various parameters. Among the several
hundred reconstructions that we made, not a single one showed a grand maximum in
the 21st century.
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For this particular study, our prime objective is to provide a likely scenario. As stated in
the text, the low activity scenario is much less likely, and is merely given to test climate
model sensitivity.
47) “Nonetheless, memory effects associated with these periodic reversals play a major
role in determining solar variability on multi-decadal time scales, and to some degree
are decoupled from the short-term variability. This is our prime motivation for considering predictions on multi-decadal time scales.” As given, this is just a statement without a
physical basis. As this is their prime motivation for the predictions, the authors should
provide solid evidence for such memory effects and the decoupling of multi-decadal
from decadal variability.
Reply: It is certainly the case that we currently do not have a reliable scheme for forecasting of solar activity on centennial timescales, whether empirical (based on data)
or physical (based on dynamo models). At the purely empirical level, the low probability of another soon-to-occur Grand Maximum can be argued on the basis of (1) the
fact that the sun just exited a Grand Maximum, and that return to something closer to
the historical norm appears more likely than the opposite; (2) naive extrapolation of
the so-called Gleissberg modulation points to lower-than-average activity in the middle of the twenty-first century; (3) more elaborate reconstruction schemes (such as
those cited in the paper), notwithstanding their potential failings and uncertainties, also
point towards reduced activity in the 21st century. At the physical level, in the (broad)
class of non-kinematic dynamo models which generate Grand Minima through nonlinear backreaction on large-scale flows, periods of much Higher-than-average activity
(arguably equivalent to Grand Maxima in such models) are more likely to be followed
by a Grand Minimum than another Grand Maximum; this is because, in such models
showing intermittency, collapse to the trivial solution often requires a large excursion at
the boundary of the attractor associated with "normal" cyclic behavior, such excursions
corresponding to periods of higher-than-average cycle amplitudes. Examples include
the models presented in Passos et al. (2012, Solar Physics 279, 1).
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Moreover, in models that achieve Grand Minimum-like behavior exclusively through
magnetically-mediated amplitude/parity modulation (without intermittent behavior), recurring epochs of much-higher-than-average cycle amplitude are typically separated
by epochs of much-lower-than-average amplitude often of similar temporal duration.
Examples include the models presented in Tobias 1996 (A&A 307, L21) and Moss and
Brooke 2000 (MNRAS 315, 521). In the model of Brooke et al. 2002 (A&A 395, 1013),
Grand Maxima are always followed by a long period of low amplitude cyclic behavior.
"Memory" in these dynamical models results from the time required for the field to dissipate back to "normal" values, and large-scale flow to then re-establish themselves to
"normal" magnitude; and depending on parameter values, that "memory" can be much
longer than the primary cycle period. The empirical study by Inceoglu et al. (2016)
(Solar Phys., 291, 303) claims that a grand maximum is at reduced probability to be
followed by another grand maximum on short timescales.
Of course, there also exist classes of dynamo models that enter and exit Grand Minima (and Maxima) primarily through stochastic driving, making any long term prediction
truly impossible. Stochastic driving certainly takes place in the sun via the impact of
convective turbulence and vaguaries of active region emergence; but nonlinear magnetic backreaction on the inductive flows also certainly takes place; therefore some
level of long term memory must remain, unless stochastic effects completely dominate
the fluctuating behavior even on multidecadal timescales.
The only tentative conclusion that emerges from all these various models is thus that
Grand Maxima appear more likely to be followed by a Grand Minimum than by another
Grand Maximum. This is the basis of our choice to restrict our extreme scenario for
the 21st century to a Grand Minimum rather than a Grand Maximum. We have modified/expanded the text in section 1 (p 5), section 3 (p 39) and section 6 (p 55) to be
more explicit about the rationale underlying this choice. We have also "softened" our
statements regarding the specific activity predictions, to avoid giving the impression
that they are physically sounder than they really are.
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48) Sections 3.1-3.4. I have signiiÌĹnËĞA Ìĺcant doubts about the results presented
in these sections. Section 3.1 presents three forecast methods, chosen seemingly
arbitrarily from all those that have been proposed. As far as I can tell, they are all in
one way or another linear. For a strongly non-linear system such as the solar dynamo, I
see little value in using linear forecasting methods. I argue that applying inappropriate,
but complex sounding forecasting techniques projects a sense of accuracy where none
is present in reality. The performance of the techniques is discussed in Sect. 3.3 and
Fig. 21c. From Fig. 21a I get the impression that the errors in the Phi forecast are
comparable (and over some periods exceed by a factor of 2-3, e.g. around 2080-2090)
the values of Phi. Around 2200 various methods give Phi of about 100 to 400, and the
forecast error is 150 for all methods. This essentially means the range of 0 to 550 (with
âĹij600 being the highest value measured during the modern Grand max). In summary,
Fig 21 shows that the three methods often give hugely different results (which is not
surprising and simply reinforces that solar activity cannot be reliably predicted using
such simple techniques and possibly cannot be predicted at all on these time scales).
The authors then consider the mean of these three results, claiming that it represents
“the most likely level of solar activity”. Such an approach can hardly be called scientiiÌĹnËĞA Ìĺc and cannot lead to a “more realistic” forecast than CMIP5. Thus, the mean
of 3 more or less random numbers is still a more or less random number of little value.
The construction of the “extreme” scenario is also difiÌĹnËĞ A Ìĺcult to follow. A lot of
the description is rather opaque. All this seems such a complicated way of computing
something that is likely very unreliable anyway and does not provide that much reliable
information. For example, the reference scenario seems to be somewhat below present
conditions and stays nearly constant at that level, while the extreme scenario drops
down to the Maunder minimum and basically stays there. Is that so much different from
what was done for CMIP5. I would find it a lot more honest towards the reader to not
invoke all these different methods, but rather to make a clear and simple assumption
and to show the result it gives. This result may turn out not to be very different from
what the authors are proposing now, if the authors make the appropriate assumptions.
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BTW, what is the meaning of a negative modulation potential (Fig. 21B) and how is it
obtained?
Reply: Let us reply pointwise - Arbitrary: the choice is by no means arbitrary. These
techniques are part of the basic set that is advocated for time series prediction e.g.
[Brockwell and Davis, Introduction to time series and forecasting. Springer, 2010].
Analogue forecasts have the advantage of not requiring any parametric model. Autoregressive models is by far the most widely used class of models for linear differential
equations. And the harmonic model is directly motivated by the evidence for periodicities in the level of solar activity. One could have added analogue neural networks, etc,
but then one would be transitioning toward a black box approach. The three models we
advocate on the contrary each have their justification. - Linearity: the analogue forecast
does not make linearity assumptions. The harmonic one is linear by construction, but
can handle both linear and nonlinear systems. Only the autoregressive model explicitly
assumes that the system is described by a linear differential equation. - Performance:
we do not claim that our models are capable of providing good forecasts, especially
since their predictive capacity drops within a few decades (but still does better than
the persistence scenario that has been recommended for CMIP5). Probably no model
ever will. However, we use these model to get the ‘best’ possible scenarios with the
information at hand. - Taking the mean: the justification is exactly the same as for
the averaging of the SSI models: in the absence of objective criteria for preferring one
model to the other, the recommendation is to average them all, which provides a mean
state of phi. In this particular context, however, since we have prediction skills, we use
these to weight the models. - Negative modulation potential: this is a consequence
of the prediction methods being unable to provide positive definite values, except for
the analogue forecast. Furthermore, these negative phi values are also present in
the Steinhilber 2012 phi record, resulting from the modulation potential reconstruction
techniques. Therefore, although the negative phi values are unphysical, they are not
necessarily caused by the forecast techniques. Also Solanki et al. (2004), McCracken
et al. (2007) obtained formally negative phi values in their reconstructions, which are
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however, consistent with zero phi within the uncertainties. Strictly speaking, negative
phi is not necessarily a physical nonsense but may be related to a poor knowledge of
the low-energy part of the local interstellar spectrum (LIS) of cosmic rays outside the
heliosphere, which is not very well known.
49) page 39, line 17: “. . . is certainly presentat some level.” “. . . is certainly present
at some level.”
Reply: Thank you for pointing this out.
50) page 39, line 35: “. . . using the geomagnetic reconstruction of the open solar flux
Lockwood et al. (2014).” “. . . using the geomagnetic reconstruction of the open solar
flux (Lockwood et al., 2014).”
Reply: Thank you for pointing this out.
51) p. 40, line 11-12: "According to solar dynamo models, the solar-cycle averaged
modulation potential (and the sunspot number) cannot be predicted more than a few
decades ahead." This statement is not entirely consistent with p. 39, line 7-8 "As of
today, even predicting the cycle amplitude one cycle ahead remains a major challenge
(Pesnell, 2012)." Which statement do the authors actually support, one cycle ahead or
multiple cycles ahead? According to Cameron et al. and Jie et al. (referred to earlier
in this report; see point 9), the statement on p. 39 appears to be the valid one and the
statement on p. 40 should be changed accordingly.
Reply: The text should indeed say “one solar cycle ahead”.
52) page 40, line 12-14: “The observed modulation potential has an autocorrelation
function that decays exponentially with a characteristic time of 48 ± 5 years. This
quantity can be interpreted as the time beyond which memory is lost.” This is weak
und unconvincing evidence of memory. Earlier in the same paragraph, the authors
state that they are dealing with 22-year averages of the modulation potential Phi. The
decay time of 48 years is hence basically the time resolution of the data (based on
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the Nyquist frequency). I do not see this as evidence for a memory, just that the true
resolution of the data is not very high. In addition to this argument, there may well be
hidden connections between data points lying close in time, so that they are not entirely
independent. This can be the case in cosmogenic isotope data, so that using this as
an argument of memory should be done with considerable care. The authors should
first convincingly show that individual data points are completely independent, before
making claims of memory.
Reply: Regarding the wording “memory”, this is conventionally used for the decay time
of the autocorrelation function, though the more technical “decorrelation time” is more
accurate.
We agree that the measured decay time is indeed not so much longer than the sampling period. We did discuss the way the Steinhilber (2012) record has been made and
found no evidence for a smoothing that may artificially increase the correlation between
samples. Note that the relatively larger value of the decay time is also confirmed by
the duration of the grand minima/maxima, which always take a finite time to start and
to recover.
53) Page 40, line 15-16: “To the best of our knowledge, no existing method has been
able to meaningfully predict solar activity more than 60 years ahead.” This seems to
imply that there are methods that can predict up to 60 years ahead. I would like to
hear more about these. E.g. how do the authors know that they work up to 60 years
ahead, without waiting for another 60 years to find out? Unless, of course, they are
referring to methods that are at least 60 years old and that I seem to have missed. I
have seen many so-called predictions tuned to reproduce past data exceptionally well,
but then do rather less well when predicting even the next cycle. This statement also
is not consistent with p. 39, line 7-8 and other work.
Reply: We should indeed rephrase this more carefully. As of today, very few models
are able to shed light on horizons beyond the 22-year timeline. What we meant to say,
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is that to the best of our knowledge, that no single realistic approach has gone beyond
60 years.
As you probably know, few of the more elaborate methods have been tested against
observations because they rely on space age data.
54) Page 45, line 1: “The resulting SSN time series of both future scenarios have then
be used” “The resulting SSN time series of both future scenarios have then been used”
Reply: Thank you for pointing this out.
55) page 53, line 5: NRLTSI2/NRLSSI2 are empirical models not semi-empirical ones.
Reply: This has been corrected.
56) page 54, lines 8-10: the statement is not clear (see above);
Reply: Please see reply to comment 2.
57) page 54, line 13: The statement is too ambiguous. Which satellite measurements
are meant?
Reply: This refers to the observations used in the SOLID composite. We shall update
the text accordingly.
Interactive comment on Geosci. Model Dev. Discuss., doi:10.5194/gmd-2016-91, 2016.
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